
Adult Resilience Curriculum (ARC)
Context





Content Directed toward Individual 
Educators



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Hook*Use or replace with your own metaphor that expresses how structure limits behavior*When was the last time you floated a long a river? What was it like? Did you flow in a straight line straight down the middle? Did you bounce around? *insert brief personal reflection about your experience on rivers*Notice that the path you take down a river depends on a few things. It depends on the speed of the water, the width and depth of the river itself, and even how the river weaves along its bank. When floating down a river, you have some freedom where to go but not total freedom. You might get sloshed around, or pushed in directions you do not necessarily want to go. If the water is fast, you might get there quickly or it might take you some time to get where you want to go if the water is slow. If the river suddenly turns left, you also have to turn left. And if the water runs low, you might get beached.



Your school is 
a river.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The TransitionYour organization is like a river. It comes with its own structure. It has its own resource flow, its own channels and directions, its own goal it is heading toward. When it comes to well-being practices, staff have some freedom in what they do and the extent they can do them with fidelity, they are ultimately bound by the organization. This means physically, financially and materially, and culturally.Professional well-being is not just up to us, although that’s sometimes the message given. Rivers flow in a particular direction and we have to flow with it. But what if it flows in a direction that we do not want to go? We may try to fight it, which is exhausting and often unsuccessful. Or we guide ourselves to the edge of the river and we get out. We simply leave. And that’s why focusing on the organization as a whole is important.



WHO WE ARE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who I Am*Replace with your photo, change name(s), make sure to highlight your credentials (expert), your area of expertise (expert, informational power)*�



Hannah West,
PhD, BCBA

Regional Trainer

WHO WE ARE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who I Am (This is an example)*Replace with your photo, change name(s), make sure to highlight your credentials (expert), your area of expertise (expert, informational power)*�



The Adult 
Resilience 

Curriculum (ARC)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this module, we will talk about the organizational context within which work and some factors that can create and support a safe and effective workplace.As a quick reminder, the Adult Resilience Curriculum – or ARC – is transtheoretical and comprehensive, yet flexible. The ARC was originally developed in 2013 by Dr. Clayton Cook and Dr. Gail Joseph for pre-service and in-service teachers. It is designed to promote wellbeing and enhance people’s capacity for resilience. It builds upon the strengths of existing programs, while trying to make the content more accessible and feasible for real-world professionals in various disciplines. This curriculum is NOT designed to replace mental health services or treatment.



MODULE 2:
Creating Safe and Supportive Environments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we mentioned before, ARC focuses on developing your own internal capacity for wellness to buttress against stress. But we also recognize that in education, as well as other industries, it is irresponsible to encourage personal growth without acknowledging the very real environmental and contextual constraints placed on people. 



The ARC Modules

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ARC program is broken into 10 modules, preceded by a brief, introductory module 0. Modules 1 through 5 and module 10 make up the "core" modules. Modules 6 through 9 are supplementary and provide additional opportunities to learn and practice resiliency skills. Finally, the 10th module brings the curriculum together. It is required at the end, regardless of if you do any or all of the supplementary modules.



Our Hopes 
for Today

Understand the basics of organizational well-being

Discuss key features of a safe and supportive environment for professional 
well-being

Identify ways in which you, as a professional, contribute to the overall 
culture of well-being

Context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No discussion of personal and professional well-being can be had without acknowledging the role that organizational well-being has on us. There are several characteristics of organizational well-being that all professionals need be aware of, even if they themselves only have control over certain characteristics. So, one of our hopes for this lesson is that you will gain a basic understanding of those factorsOne of the most important characteristics of organizational well-being is the sense of freedom, safety, and security professionals have within the organization that enables them to take risks, make mistakes, and improve their practice. So, we will talk briefly about features of a safe and supportive environmentAnd last, we will talk about how we as professionals can contribute to the overall organizational well-being and culture of our workplace with the resources and power that we do have.



School 
Implementation 

Climate

Implementation 
Overload

Focus on-
Prioritize 

Work

Educational 
Support

Psychological 
Safety

Rewards & 
Recognition

Data 
Support

Follow Up 
Support Integration

Key Features/Characteristics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 3 things we want to consider within your school context. We have spent time digging into what is most critical for schools to address and have identified these 3 things that, interestingly, schools share with many other organizations too like Big Tech:Implementation overload – having individuals AND the whole school system inundated with implementation initiatives School & Implementation Climate – in general, developing a good molar (general) climate as well as one that is successful in implementation of effective practices (you can have a good climate school that also fails at implementing practices so these are distinct)Psychological Safety – work by Amy Edmundson on what makes organizations effective at the individual, team, and whole org level



It's all about 
culture.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Raise your hand if you’ve been to happy hour with friends recently? Or you did it regularly with prior to the pandemic? *poll in person or using software if remote*Why? What do you get out of going to a happy hour? *wait for responses. Validate and incorporate them into your discussion*Happy hours are great! They can be a lot of fun, time to connect with friends, and so many places offer great deals and even some entertainment while there. Even if you don’t drink or eat anything, sometimes all that is needed is a good excuse to kick back and relax in good company. And it doesn’t take much convincing for many of us to go. That is because happy hour, for more than a century now, is so integrated and seamless into mainstream American culture that it has become an easily accessible default activity for so many of us. We don’t question it. And that is the goal of a culture of professional well-being. We want to cultivate it in such a way that engaging in activities that foster our well-being are easily accessible defaults that aren’t questioned but accepted as “just what we do”.



Values Behavior

It's all about culture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The easiest definition of culture is the values, beliefs, assumptions, ideas of a people+ behavior. There are nuances within a culture but generally there is a cohesive norm about what we think and how we act. And an underlying desire to match those norms or change them. The entirety of ARC focuses on these two things: what are your values (that’s actually in the next module), what are your organization’s collective values, what are your own well-being practices (which are also covered by the rest of ARC), and what are your organization’s collective well-being practices?This is where a mutually supportive professional community can leverage the power of collective action to make changes. Individually, we may not have much influence to completely shift a culture. But we don’t need to. By definition, organizational culture is a collective thing. So instead, we can contribute to culture change with our day-to-day values and behaviors. We can be intentionally reflective of what our organizational culture is like and how we contribute to it. Is it a rushing river heading to disaster? Or is it quiet and still, with no real motivation or energy? So if we paused here to quickly ask ourselves, does our organization have a culture of well-being? To answer that, we need to ask, do we value it and do our behaviors align? If not, then there is something we can do ourselves to help that culture bubble up from our actions.



School 
Implementation 

Climate

Focus on/Prioritize Work

Educational Support

Rewards & Recognition

Data Support

Follow Up Support

Integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ask: Define school climate for me. When you experience a school’s climate (yours or one you visit), what do you see?Defining culture and climate & why we are focusing on climateOrganizational culture is a set of values, beliefs, behaviors, customs and attitudes that govern how people behave within organizations. Organizational climate is about the the perception and feeling of each regarding the culture of a particular organization.For PrioritizingStep 1: PrioritizationMake sure what people are expected to implement them doesn’t burn them outLeadership activityStep 2: Protect timeFor what you want people to do Time for people to be able to learn and applyA system-level value activity; if a system values something, the would protect time for that activityFor educational supportProfessional Development�Target areas where people feel low self efficacyMobilize important areas for PD- teachers must be able to have a voice to talk clearly and professionally about their needs for PDWhen teachers don’t feel confident and competent to meet the needs of teachersFeel more stressed and burned outFeel less successful in their job�Key areas of need for PDProactive classroom guidance strategiesEstablishing, maintaining, and restoring relationships with students who are different from themmOdels and concrete practices to differentiate supports for different students What else? (open to the audience)For rewards/recognitionRewards are material/financial incentives which are sometimes difficult to provide in school so they need to get creative (e.g., heated parking lot)Recognition are social rewards including nominations, prizes, celebration parties. Something that draws upon social praise/reinforcementFor Data SupportWe track what we want to have improved. If we care about well-being, a school will then implement and regularly track data related to well-being (subjective perceptions, behavioral frequencies)For Follow Up SupportOrganizations with strong Follow Up Support ensure that their staff are receiving ongoing support and adjustments made to their implementationFor IntegrationWell-being language and practices are integrated throughout the day. It may start off as a segmented practice, something you do 1x a month (perhaps as you are doing with this training), and integration means that it is checked regularly, part of daily communication, etc.



Take Risks

Openness to Feedback

Intentional Effort for Collegial Relationships

Regular Demonstration of Fallibility

All Staff have Input

How do we 
promote 

psychological 
safety in 
schools?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And this gets us to psychological safety in the workplace. Psychological safety has a substantial research backing from the concept’s originator, Amy Edmondson of Harvard, as well as other researchers. It’s mostly been researched in the business and healthcare sectors. The simplest way to define it is:The belief that one will not be punished, negatively judged, or criticized when they speak up or admit to a shortcoming. It’s about knowing when we need to say something, know what to say, know how to say, and feel like there is space to say it. Without psychological safety—when we feel like we may be punished for voicing opinions or mistakes, cliques develop, collaboration decreases, and productivity decreases. �How do we promote psychological safety?Support people to take risks, try new things and make mistakes; admitting mistakes together creates learning opportunitiesCreate a culture of openness to feedback Where people are asking and requesting feedbackWorking together on the skills necessary for giving and receiving feedback; what are the skills to do this in a supportive, non-judgmental way and how do you receive feedbackCreate intentional opportunities for people to build healthy relationshipsEmphasis on adults getting to know one another betterPeople reserving and protecting space for humility and to admit fallibility (leaders and key decision makers)Identify shortcomings, recognize opportunities for growthModeling that it’s okay to do this, instead of guarding against itAllowing people to have voice and inputActive process - solicit voice and input



And you could say, it’s also civil 
protest. You recognize that 

situations aren’t working—I feel 
like I don’t have a voice[…] You 

are elevating an issue that needs 
attention and you are doing it in a 
way that you keep people invested 
as listeners that way they maybe 

want to actually do something 
given their positions of power and 

influence.

--Dr. Clay Cook

Organizational well-
being is a requirement

“
“

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That last part is incredibly important. Professionals have the right to demand proper care and support from their organizations. Within healthcare, we give so much time, energy, motivation, and aspirations to a just cause; in turn, we deserve to be supported in all dimensions of well-being. To have psychological safety, our voices need to be heard



Example Interventions to Start

• Culture and Climate

Buy-In

• On-site Assessment Days
• Progress Monitoring

Well-Being Assessment

• 360 Feedback
• Hiring Practices to Support Well-being

Leadership

• Teaching Teams
• Peer Coaches
• Prioritize Preventative PD

Support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we said, psychological safety means knowing what to say and how. To help support you in that effort, here are researched-based processes that we encourage all professionals to advocate for. We have some considerations for each process. If you yourself do not feel comfortable bringing these to your leaders, then begin having conversations with your colleagues. Find the person that does feel comfortable talking with leadership and help support them advocate for changes at the organizational level.



Context Activities

space for 
vulnerability

cleaning 
up your 

plate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have included two activities that can be completed at the individual level to help foster a supportive culture of well-being.



Context Activities

cleaning 
up your 

plate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, the cleaning up your plate activity plate is a tested strategy for helping individuals reflect on their personal overload.



Context Activities

space for 
vulnerability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The space for vulnerability activity allows for you to practice, in teams or pairs, to elicit and provide feedback in a positive manner.



Recommendations

 Complete activity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We recommend three next steps to take this information and apply it to your own well-being. First, please choose and complete at least one or a combination of the accompanying activities to maintain your practice of mindfulness. Do these to get familiar with the act of being present-focused and also to the very real difficulty in keeping present-focused. It is natural that our attention gets distracted; we instead want to get better at redirecting that attention. 



Recommendations

 Complete activity
 Teach an activity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our second recommendation is that you take any one of these practices and teach it to your practice partner—whether that is a colleague, spouse, friend, family member. Whoever you selected. Teach them the strategy too, and then work to use the strategy in everyday life. Get practice turning your day-to-day activities and interactions into mindful practices (like your commute, grocery shopping, eating, while lesson planning, etc.)



Recommendations

 Complete activity
 Teach an activity
 Create individual action plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third and final step is to set an intentional action plan of your own. Action Planning is a critical step whenever we try to start something new. It helps us identify our barriers, our strengths, and how we can recover from setbacks when they inevitably happen.  Thank you again for watching and engaging with this lesson. Take care.



Individual Action Planning

Complete Action Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 



Content Directed toward Leadership 
Teams



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Hook*Use or replace with your own metaphor that expresses how structure limits behavior*When was the last time you floated a long a river? What was it like? Did you flow in a straight line straight down the middle? Did you bounce around? *insert brief personal reflection about your experience on rivers*Notice that the path you take down a river depends on a few things. It depends on the speed of the water, the width and depth of the river itself, and even how the river weaves along its bank. When floating down a river, you have some freedom where to go but not total freedom. You might got sloshed around or pushed in directions you do not necessarily want to go. If the water is fast, you might get there quickly or it might take you some time to get where you want to go. If the river suddenly turns left, you also have to turn left. And if the water runs low, you might get beached. 



Your school is 
a river

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The TransitionYour school is like a river. It comes with its own structure. It has its own resource flow, its own channels and directions, its own goal it is heading toward. When it comes to well-being practices, staff have some freedom in what they do and the extent they can do them with fidelity, they are ultimately bound by the school. This means both physically, financially and materially, and culturally



efforts to improve 
educator wellbeing

administrative 
demands

challenging 
student 

behaviors

Sources of Educator Stress

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Transition*Review from module 1*  *Delete if not addressing COViD or adjust to make it fit the context of the school/district*These things are draining school resource and restricting the flow of your river, which makes it difficult for staff to have the freedom to engage in efforts to improve their well-beingCurrent new factors that heighten teacher stress:COVIDHealthEconomic ramificationssocio/cultural/poloitical concerns (clash/upheaval) and equity �High expectations: graduate all students college or career ready, differentiation for diverse student populations, manage behaviors, teach SocEmo skills, promote mental health, maintain connections with families, and use evidence based practices���



Sources of Educator Stress

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Transition*Review from module 1*  *Delete if not addressing COViD or adjust to make it fit the context of the school/district*Current new factors that heighten teacher stress:COVIDHealthEconomic ramificationssocio/cultural/poloitical concerns (clash/upheaval) and equity �High expectations: graduate all students college or career ready, differentiation for diverse student populations, manage behaviors, teach SocEmo skills, promote mental health, maintain connections with families, and use evidence based practices�BUT teacher SEC is not well supported in training or practice. SEC-the skills of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision making��



Sources of Educator Stress

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Transition*Review from module 1*  *Delete if not addressing COViD or adjust to make it fit the context of the school/district*Current new factors that heighten teacher stress:COVIDHealthEconomic ramificationssocio/cultural/poloitical concerns (clash/upheaval) and equity �High expectations: graduate all students college or career ready, differentiation for diverse student populations, manage behaviors, teach SocEmo skills, promote mental health, maintain connections with families, and use evidence based practices�BUT teacher SEC is not well supported in training or practice. SEC-the skills of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision making��



The Adult Resilience 
Curriculum (ARC)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Review from module 1**Delete if Module 1 has been delivered* A transtheoretical, comprehensive yet flexible curriculum designed to promote wellbeing (and thereby enhance people’s capacity for resilience)Originally developed in 2013 by Dr. Clayton Cook and Dr. Gail Joseph for pre-service and in-service teachersBuilds upon the strengths of existing programs, while trying to make it more accessible and feasible for real-world professionalsExpanded to include university students in a range of care-giving professionsNOT designed to replace mental health services or treatment



The ARC Modules

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what is included in ARC? Well, first, it has 10 modules, not including an intro module, or “module 0”. Those modules include a mix of didactic information—things you may already know, things you may not know, and perhaps perspectives or insights you hadn’t considered yet—and they also come with practices. We will talk more about how to go through these modules in a moment. The green modules are supplementary. This does not mean, though, they are less important. Instead, they mean that the core modules provide the foundational skills for enhancing well-being ad the supplemental skills build off those.



Our Hopes 
for Today

Discuss key features of a safe and supportive environment for teacher 
well-being

Engage in open conversation about the key features within your current school 
environment to identify strengths and weaknesses, and address any concerns 
and barriers

Create a school prioritization plan to create an environment that 
reduces stressors, emphasizes teacher wellness, and supports 
implementation.

Context
Understand the basics of implementation science and practice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Audience BenefitBefore we start, it’s important to know that this is ideal. Given the stress of this year, and in discussion with Kami, we thought the most appropriate and, honestly, respectful thing with your time is to explore what we value and would want ideally for the westside educators, including yourself, and then figure out what is feasible. So we are going to talk a bit about critical ideas of imp sci and features of supportive school environments for educators. We are going to talk about the barriers currently and in general that you experience. And then prioritization plan is, again, modeled off of ideal circumstances and we can instead talk about how to tailor and support things going forward for this year. 



MODULE 2:
Creating Safe and Supportive Environments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we mentioned before, ARC focuses on developing your own internal capacity for wellness to buttress against stress. But we also recognize that in education, as well as other industries, it is irresponsible to encourage personal growth without acknowledging the very real environmental and contextual constraints placed on people. 



School 
Implementation 

Climate

Implementation 
Overload

Focus on-
Prioritize 

Work

Educational 
Support

Psychological 
Safety

Rewards & 
Recognition

Data 
Support

Follow Up 
Support Integration

Key Features/Characteristics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 3 things we want to consider within your school context. We have spent time digging into what is most critical for schools to address and have identified these 3 things that, interestingly, schools share with many other organizations too like Big Tech:Implementation overload – having individuals AND the whole school system inundated with implementation initiatives School & Implementation Climate – in general, developing a good molar (general) climate as well as one that is successful in implementation of effective practices (you can have a good climate school that also fails at implementing practices so these are distinct)Psychological Safety – work by Amy Edmundson on what makes organizations effective at the individual, team, and whole org level



Context

What do students 
need from 
teachers to 
succeed?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Okay to read slide first**Give time to generate answers and match to answers below*Teachers who allocate time and attention to teach and revisit expectations, teachers who model the expectations, who model and give feedback, who give reinforcement, recognizes and show appreciation for efforts, respond consistently, calmly and with empathy when students struggle



Context

What do teachers 
need from their 

leaders to 
succeed?

Context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Okay to read slide first**Give time to generate answers and match to answers below**Make it clear these are the SAME EXACT ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORTS, THIS IS THE RIVER FOR ADULTS (or your own metaphor)*Leaders should:Prioritize a subset of work to avoid overwhelming teachersAllocates time and attention to teach and revisit expectations Models the thingMonitors and gives feedback to teachers about the thingProvides proactive support and reminders to encourage people to do itRecognizes and rewards staff for energy and effort to do the thingResponds consistently, calmly, and with empathy → turn into learning opportunities** Same environment we hope teachers create for students, from a leadership perspective, this is what leadership can focus on to create a healthy, supportive environment for teachers



Did you know 
there are 85+ 

different varieties 
of Oreo?

Context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Replace with an example of your own for novelty and how novelty can be fun in some domains but terrible in schools*I am a sucker for novelty. And in graduate school, I hosted monthly oreo competitions. I purchased packs of 2-3 flavors a month and had a program wide rating system. People could come into my office at any time, try a new oreo flavor, and leave a ranking and see what the program as a whole enjoyed. This was a fun experiment. But it is considerably less fun for educators when “things” become the oreo and they are subjected to new things constantly. What happens when people engage in this flavor of the month approach?



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*This is the cost of novelty, it costs motivation and buy-in in the long run for every subsequent initiative*They loose buy-in and motivation to do the thing itself. They become overloaded with too many implementation efforts. 



Implementation Overload Costs
- Financial Capital
- Cultural Capital
- Material Capital

- Positive Psychology Capital
- Implementation Efforts

- Student Outcomes

Context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a common experience for educators: implementation overload (we want to prevent this)Ex. a school system that had over 100 implementation effortsCauses increased stress, burnout, and turnover (negative outcomes that undermine educator wellbeing and performance)Plate metaphor: Buffet - get a full plate but there are so many other things out there to doSome educators have overly full plates; so much is being piled on to their plate, leading to stress and burnout Means educators thinly implement everything, which means that students get almost nothingWe need people to feel like they can feasibly and competently take on workPortion-control problem: must have the right portions and the right stuff on the plateTo avoid these determintal outcomes, we want to focus, for now, on two things: developing a healthy implementation climate, and developing psychological safety in the school



LET’S APPLY IT!

Let’s do an activity to understand 
The Costs of Overload.

1. Record your school’s number of students. 

2. Program A: 75% of students with 40% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

3. Program B: 50% of students with 90% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

4. Program C: 25% of students with 60% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

5. Program D: 10% of students with 80% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

6. What is the overall effectiveness as you add 

programs?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Say your school has 1000 students. 



Equations

Basic
Students Served = 1000 * Program Reach * Effectiveness * Fidelity 

Implementation Overload
Students Served = 1000 * Program Reach * Effectiveness * (.6-.1*# of 

programs)fidelity 

Example: Program A
Students Served = 1000 * .75* .4* (.6-.1*# of programs)fidelity 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Base students served is 180If you add just one more program, it is now only reaching 150



Equations
Program B

Students Served = 1000 * Program Reach * Effectiveness * (.6-.1*# of 
programs)fidelity 

Program C
Students Served = 1000 * Program Reach * Effectiveness * (.6-.1*# of 

programs)fidelity 

Program D
Students Served = 1000 * Program Reach * Effectiveness * (.6-.1*# of 

programs)fidelity 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Program B: 50% of students with 90% effectiveness at full fidelity.Program C: 25% of students with 60% effectiveness at full fidelity.Program D: 10% of students with 80% effectiveness at full fidelity.



LET’S APPLY IT!

Let’s do an activity to understand 
The Costs of Overload.

1. Record your school’s number of students. 

2. Program A: 75% of students with 40% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

3. Program B: 50% of students with 90% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

4. Program C: 25% of students with 60% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

5. Program D: 10% of students with 80% 

effectiveness at 60% fidelity.

6. What is the overall effectiveness as you add 

programs?

REFLECT & DISCUSS.
As a school, how full is your plate? Other 
than ARC, what practices would you need 

to prioritize and receive support for to 
create a little more room on your school’s 

plate?

Why is it important for school 
leadership to engage in 
prioritization? What can 
happen if schools fail to 

prioritize?

Check for 
Understanding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay, first, let’s check on what we’ve talked about*Read your selected comprehension check question & prompt discussion*Read the reflect and discuss. Let’s get down to the grit. We know our educators are overwhelmed. We know we need to support their well-being. And we know we have limited ways to prioritize and provide that space. We can also recognize that there are a lot of inefficiencies and unnecessary initiatives. So let’s start with this: let’s say that, even with making participation with the ARC module optional, we still want to prioritize overall well-being. There are still things yoru schools can do in this time to help that out (things that we will talk about later). So it’s a given that we prioritize this. What else is absolutely necessary to prioritize right now? If you pictured you had a limited slot of school initiaves, maybe 4, and you already have well-being filling one of those slots, what would the other 3 be and what does that mean that you would have to, temporarily, remove? 



Implementation

the process of putting systems of support in place to promote 
adult behavior change to adopt, deliver, and sustain known 

effective “THINGS” that have been shown to achieve specific 
outcomes of interest

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Defining implementation and what it meansWhat are the things?Programs (e.g., SW-PBIS; SEL curriculum)Practices (e.g., positive greetings at the door)Principles (e.g., equity, early intervention)Procedures (e.g., screening for behavior)Products (e.g., FastBridge)Policies (e.g., alternatives to suspension)Processes (e.g., problem-solving process)And what is implementation science?    It is identifying, developing, and refining the supports in an ongoing basis for what is needed right now, in this moment, in this context



Dissemination. Implementation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Difference between Dissemination & ImplementationDisseminationIntentional, active process of identifying target audiences and tailoring communication strategies to increase awareness and understanding of a “thing” and to motivate its use in policy, practice, and individual choices.Newsletters, manuals, publications, books, websites    What do we know about dissemination? Train to hope? Does it work? The internet is a fantastic case study. We now have more information available than ever before. Have long standing historical problems in society and education been solved with more access?ImplementationDeliberate, iterative process of integrating effective “things” into routine practice through facilitating behavior change.Policy, leadership, training, hiring, coaching, audit and feedback, continuous improvement cycles



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Point of implementationSaying something is important doesn’t matter. Don’t tell me your valuesShow me how you act, where you put your time, what you spend your money on, and where you direct your attention and I will tell you your values



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So while a majority of ARC focuses on that individual behavior, this is our opportunity for the school system to reach down from the top and provide the structure needed to focus on this. 



That Which Gets Allocated Gets Implemented

What are general barriers in education? 

What needs to be allocated in order to create and 
support a culture of well-being in your school(s)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ask questionAffirm responses“Great, keep those in mind for your school(s) while we talk about two key characteristics of schools we need to develop in order to address those barriersThe first is what is called implementation climateThe second is psychological safetyBoth of these things are sort of amorphous/cloudy ideas that are nonetheless important to a school’s culture”



School 
Implementation 

Climate

Focus on/Prioritize Work

Educational Support

Rewards & Recognition

Data Support

Follow Up Support

Integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ask: Define school climate for me. When you experience a school’s climate (yours or one you visit), what do you see?Defining culture and climate & why we are focusing on climateOrganizational culture is a set of values, beliefs, behaviors, customs and attitudes that govern how people behave within organizations. Organizational climate is about the the perception and feeling of each regarding the culture of a particular organization.For PrioritizingStep 1: PrioritizationMake sure what people are expected to implement them doesn’t burn them outLeadership activityStep 2: Protect timeFor what you want people to do Time for people to be able to learn and applyA system-level value activity; if a system values something, the would protect time for that activityFor educational supportProfessional Development�Target areas where people feel low self efficacyMobilize important areas for PD- teachers must be able to have a voice to talk clearly and professionally about their needs for PDWhen teachers don’t feel confident and competent to meet the needs of teachersFeel more stressed and burned outFeel less successful in their job�Key areas of need for PDProactive classroom guidance strategiesEstablishing, maintaining, and restoring relationships with students who are different from themmOdels and concrete practices to differentiate supports for different students What else? (open to the audience)For rewards/recognitionRewards are material/financial incentives which are sometimes difficult to provide in school so they need to get creative (e.g., heated parking lot)Recognition are social rewards including nominations, prizes, celebration parties. Something that draws upon social praise/reinforcementFor Data SupportWe track what we want to have improved. If we care about well-being, a school will then implement and regularly track data related to well-being (subjective perceptions, behavioral frequencies)For Follow Up SupportOrganizations with strong Follow Up Support ensure that their staff are receiving ongoing support and adjustments made to their implementationFor IntegrationWell-being language and practices are integrated throughout the day. It may start off as a segmented practice, something you do 1x a month (perhaps as you are doing with this training), and integration means that it is checked regularly, part of daily communication, etc.



REFLECT & DISCUSS.
What is your school’s greatest climate 

strength? How can you use that to 
improve implementation climate?

How do climate and culture 
differ and why do we need to 

focus on implementation 
climate specifically?

Check for 
Understanding

LET’S APPLY IT!

Let’s get an idea of your 
Implementation Climate.

1. Open the document titled 

“ARC_Module-2-Imp-Climate-Handout”

2. For each of the 6 components of 

implementation climate, give yourself a 

quick knee-jerk rating from 1-5.

3. For each component, identify a 

feasible action step to improve that 

component. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Adjust comprehension check/reflect & discuss questions as appropriate)



Take Risks

Openness to Feedback

Intentional Effort for Collegial Relationships

Regular Demonstration of Fallibility

All Staff Have Input

How do we 
promote 

psychological 
safety in schools?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lots of research in business and healthcare sector***Belief that one will not be punished, negatively judged, or ____ when they speak up or admit to a shortcoming -- not enough not just to be physically harmedIf people do feel like they’re going to be punished if they make a mistake or use their voice or admitting a weaknessCliques developShuts down collaborationLimits productivity  → critical ingredients to a well-functioning school�How do we promote psych safety:Support people to take risks, try new things and make mistakes; admitting mistakes together creates learning opportunitiesCreate a culture of openness to feedbackWhere people are asking and requesting feedbackWorking together on the skills necessary for giving and receiving feedback; what are the skills to do this in a supportive, non-judgmental way and how do you receive feedbackCreate intentional opportunities for people to build healthy relationshipsEmphasis on adults getting to know one another betterPeople reserving and protecting space for humility and to admit fallibility (leaders and key decision makers)Identify shortcomings, recognize opportunities for growthModeling that it’s okay to do this, instead of guarding against itAllowing people to have voice and inputActive process - solicit voice and inputCritically for leaders to do this so people feel like they can say things and not be judged or punished When people feel psychologically safe, their wellbeing goes up and performance improves******Citations for this slide:



REFLECT & DISCUSS.
What could your workplace’s leadership 

do to promote a safe and supportive 
environment? What could you do to 
contribute to a safe and supportive 

environment for others?

What are the characteristics 
of a healthy and supportive 
environment for teachers 

and students?

Check for 
Understanding

LET’S APPLY IT!

Let’s do an activity to make
Space for Vulnerability.

1. With your practice partner, practice 

soliciting and receiving feedback.

2. Now switch roles, giving some 

feedback to your partner.

3. Discuss what went well and what 

was difficult about this.

Share insight with the group.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Components of effective feedback (take notes!):Ask for permission to provide feedback firstBe specific, just like you would with a student but not condescending. The goal is to provide support, not criticize or “one up” the other person so no need to be confusingEmpathize. Providing any kind of feedback is going to be a wave of emotion for your both. But by practicing empathy and giving space for those emotions without reacting, you create a psychologically safe space for colleagues to express themselves and then be receptive to your feedbackDon’t wait for specific time, provide feedback promptlyBut do it privately. Feedback is an intimate process and we need to respect thatPerformance, not personalityMake it bidirectional by asking for feedback about how you can help your colleagueFollow upDo NOT use the sandwich method



QUESTIONS TO 
CHECK FOR 

UNDERSTANDING

1 Why is it important for school leadership to engage in 
prioritization? What can happen if schools fail to 
prioritize?

2 What are the characteristics of a healthy and 
supportive environment for teachers and students?

3 In what industries has psychological safety been 
researched and developed within organizations, and 
what are its main features?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
More questions you can prompt with



full plate 
vs. ideal 

plate

overload 
cost

Using EMR

In-Session Activities

Building 
Implementation 

Climate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We did the practice feedback activity.The full plate vs ideal plate is a tested strategy for helping teachers reflect on their personal overloadOverload cost is a school wide simple calculation



SEE HANDOUT

Well-being Prioritization Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Establish Centralized Dissemination and Implementation Team who will ‘own’ the well-being work (to include trainers, district leads, and program eval volunteers)Establish a coaching team at each school siteBrand the work. Name it to create common language in the system regarding the well-being work (e.g., Westside Culture of Well-being)Prioritize the work by identifying main outcomes of interest right now and all initiatives schools are doing. Which ones are effective? Which ones are being implemented with fidelity? Which ones are being communicated as “important” but not well supported? This needs to be prioritized.Survey existing data system to identify gaps in tools that are needed to facilitate MTSS (e.g., school climate, progress monitoring and universal screening).Gather baseline data to serve a reference point to evaluate impact of the ARC effortDevelop a plan for disseminating information about the work to stakeholders inside and outside the school district. Share this branding and official commitment with schools so that they know what they are to prioritize this year. This sends a clear signal about what staff need to focus on as well as the plan for how this will be achievedAT EACH SCHOOL: Identify appropriate social & material rewards; Create unique space for vulnerability 



DISCUSSION 
QUESTIONS

1 What is your school’s greatest climate strength? How 
can you use that to improve overall climate and safety?

2
What strategies and supports have you used to 
prioritize your own wellbeing within your school? How 
can those be supported by the environment?

3
What could your school’s leadership do to promote a 
safe and supportive environment? What could you do 
to contribute to a safe and supportive environment for 
other educators?

4 As a school, how full is your plate? Other than ARC, 
what practices would you need to prioritize and receive 
support for to create a little more room on your 
school’s plate?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Module X – Check for Understanding Questions
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